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Abstract 
The essay investigates if there is a correlation between a funds management fee and return in 

relation to the risk that is taken by the investor. Furthermore, the essay examines if it is worth 

paying a higher fee for an actively managed fund compared to the lower fee for a passively 

managed fund. In addition, the essay will investigate whether the results differ before, during 

and after the financial crisis which took place between 2007 and 2009. To answer the 

questions 38 different Swedish equity funds, 33 active and five passive, are used. The funds 

are investigated using performance measures, correlation analysis and regression analysis. 

The results show that there is no clear correlation between funds management fee and return 

in relation to the risk that is taken. In addition, the essay conclude that it is not worth paying a 

higher management fee for an actively managed fund.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

In Sweden there are a lot of people who, partly due to their premium pension, invest in 

various funds. Last year (2017) there was a net inflow of investments into funds of SEK 112 

billion, the third largest net inflow in a single year (after 2009 and 2014). This contributed, 

together with the value of growth, to a record of SEK 4018 billions of total fund assets at the 

end of 2017. The majority of the new investments was equity funds. However, a significant 

proportion of the investments were bond funds and mixed funds and the interest in index 

funds also remained high. Since 2010, the absolute majority of net savings in equity funds 

have gone to index funds. The total assets in these funds have increased from six percent 

(2010) to almost ten percent by the end of 2017 (Segerstad, Kull & Pettersson 2018).  

  

The proportion of people who invest in funds have increased a lot over time (SCB 2017). In 

the middle of the 1990s, the share was approximately 50 percent, and already in 2009 there 

were 98 percent of the Swedish people (18-74 years) who invested in funds. In addition to 

those who invest in funds due to their premium pension, 74 percent of the population have 

savings in funds. Contrary to these numbers, there are a lot of people in Sweden who, even 

though they invest in funds themselves, does not have sufficient knowledge in this subject 

(Helgesson, Segerstad, Nilsson & Pettersson 2009). According to a study made by Segerstad, 

Kull and Pettersson (2018), only 16 percent of the respondents claimed that their knowledge 

was above the average.  

 

The financial market is sometimes affected by declines. For example, the international 

financial crisis between 2007 and 2009 started in the US, but spread across the world. A 

contributing factor to the financial crisis being so extensive is that the financial markets have 

become increasingly global. Insurance company and pensions funds in Sweden owns assets 

all over the world. As a consequence, the financial turbulence which started in the US market 

affected investors worldwide (Hultkrantz & Söderström 2014, 154). However, Swedish 

people have not learned that many lessons from the crisis (Hemberg 2017). Therefore, it 
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would be interesting to do a comparison before, during and after the crisis to make people 

more aware if a financial crisis can affect which type of fund management that is the highest 

profitable. The fact is that active funds can relocate if necessary while passive funds remain as 

they are (Segerstad & Pettersson 2014).  

 

There is a lot of research about the fund market. For example, many studies have been made 

about active and passive fund management, or how equity funds have been performing in 

comparison to their index. For example, Dahlquist, Engström and Söderlind (2000) made a 

study on the Swedish market about the relationship between performance and the 

characteristics of the funds. In this study they concluded that actively managed funds perform 

higher compared to more passively managed funds. On the other hand, William F. Sharpe 

(1964) (a winner of the Nobel Prize and one of the world's leading experts regarding to 

portfolio theory) argued that investments made with passive management is more profitable 

than investments made with active management.   

 

1.1.1 About Funds 

Management companies administer a family of funds. The companies organize a collection of 

funds and gather a management fee for operating them. The management companies make it 

simple for investors to spread assets over market sectors and to switch assets over funds, and 

still take advantages from centralized record keeping (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 96).  

 

In this essay, the focus will be on equity funds and their characteristics. Equity funds invest 

mainly in stocks, but they can also invest in fixed-income or other types of securities. Equity 

funds usually hold around four to five percent of total assets in money market securities to 

supply the liquidity that are needed to meet possible redemption of shares (Bodie, Kane & 

Marcus 2014, 97).  

 

When investing one are exposed to different types of risk. The risk is the likelihood to get a 

return that differs from the expected return of an investment. The firm-specific risk is a risk 

that affects few companies and can be diversified. Contrary to this is the market risk, also 
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called the systematic risk, which have an impact on almost every company and cannot be 

diversified (Damodaran 2012, 58-71).  

 

1.1.2 Active and Passive Fund Management 

When it comes to the Swedish fund market funds can be managed in different ways; by 

actively or passively management. A known feature of the active management is that the 

investments deviates from the index. As an active manager, one chooses to invest in the funds 

that are expected to generate the highest return. Considering the amount of time and resources 

needed to follow the market and assess the development of the funds, the management fee is 

generally more expensive (Segerstad & Pettersson 2014). The active management aims to 

improve the performances of the funds, primarily by timing the performance of broad classes 

of assets or by identifying incorrectly valued securities (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 11). 

 

Another word for describing passively managed funds are index funds. The investments made 

in this type of funds are made by means of a predetermined model. Managers does not need to 

spend resources to analyze the company, and as a result passively managed funds have 

generally lower management fees. The purpose of index funds is to correspond to the 

development of the index that the fund is following, that is the average development on the 

selected market (Segerstad & Pettersson 2014). Passive management is commonly 

characterized by a buy-and-hold strategy (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 357).  

 

The main difference between actively and passively managed funds is the fact that, as 

mentioned above, passively managed funds just follow the market and they will therefore not 

adapt to changes on the market. This while active fund managers make active choices 

regarding the investments and can therefore relocate when the market is not performing as 

expected. This means that during bad periods, for example during the financial crisis, active 

fund managers can act in order to minimize the damage, for instance by vary the risk level, 

while passive funds just remain as they are (Segerstad & Pettersson 2014). Therefore, it can 

differ which type of fund management that is highest profitable between various periods. 
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1.2 Problem Specification  

As mentioned in the background, a lot of people invest in funds, primarily in equity funds. 

The proportion of people who invest in funds have increased over time, and everyone have 

something in common, they strive for as high return as possible given the risk they take. 

However, the future is uncertain, and no one knows what will happen on the financial market. 

At the same time, there are a lot of people who do not have sufficient knowledge about 

savings and personal finances. Choosing funds can be seen as something difficult, partly 

because of the wide range of funds that are available. For example, it may seem difficult to 

know if one should invest in actively or passively managed funds. It is therefore relevant to 

discuss if one type of management over perform the other, and if that is the case, which 

management is the highest profitable option and does this change depending on the situation 

on the financial market, in this case during the financial crisis between 2007 and 2009.  

 

1.3 Purpose and Framing of Questions  

The purpose of this essay is to investigate whether there is a correlation between fund return 

and management fee in relation to the risk that is taken, and if this differs between actively 

and passively managed funds. The intention is to answer if it is most profitable to invest in 

funds that are managed actively or passively. This will be done during three-time periods, 

one-time period before, one during and one after the financial crisis. That, to see if the 

financial crisis has had an impact on the performance of the various types of management.  

 

The hypothesis is that actively managed funds show a higher result than passively managed 

funds during the financial crisis, while passively managed funds show a higher result before 

and after the financial crisis. The hypothesis is based on that passive funds follows the index, 

so when the market underperform, passive funds will also underperform. Further, actively 

managed funds that fail to perform during a longer period disappears, which means that only 

funds that perform well will survive in bad times. As a consequence, the active funds that 

remains will look better than they had if the funds that failed had been taken into account. But 

in general, before and after the financial crisis, passively managed funds are assumed to 

perform higher. This since some actively managed funds may perform above the market, 

while other actively managed funds will perform under the market. The average will therefore 
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in general be in the middle and actively managed funds will therefore not perform higher than 

passively managed funds.    

 

Based on the problem specification and purpose, three questions are formulated: 

●   Is there a correlation between funds return and management fee in relation to the risk 

that is taken?  

●   Is it worth paying the higher management fee to get an actively managed fund instead 

of an index fund?  

●   Do the results differ from the period before, during and after the financial crisis?  
 

1.4 Limitations 

To make the essay manageable some limitations have been made. First, not all funds on the 

Swedish fund market are taken into account. The paper is limited to 38 funds, which is a high 

limitation considering the total number of funds that are actively sold to Swedish small 

investors. Secondly, only a limited period of time is investigated, the years 2003-2017. This to 

include enough years to cover the period before the financial crisis, the crises itself, and the 

period after the financial crisis. Furthermore, many different performance measures can be 

used to investigate funds´ performance but this essay focuses on three measures. 

 

1.5 Disposition 

In the first chapter, the reader will be introduced to the subject through a description of the 

background. The problem specification and the questions are also presented. In the second 

chapter one will find the theoretical framework and previous research. The third chapter is a 

method section where the reader gets insight into how the issues will be investigated. In the 

fourth chapter the results are presented. After that a discussion and analysis of the findings are 

following in chapter five. Chapter six consists of a conclusion. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1 Modern Portfolio Theory 

Harry Markowitz (1952), one of those who developed modern portfolio theory, showed how 

an investor can decrease the standard deviation of portfolio returns by selecting stocks that do 

not move precisely together. In addition, he developed the essential principles of portfolio 

construction, which has been the basis for much of what is written about the relationship 

between return and risk. The process of selecting a portfolio consists of two steps. The first 

step starts with observations and experiences, and results in beliefs about securities future 

performances. The second step starts with the beliefs and ends with the choice of portfolio.  

 

An investor should diversify his or her funds among the securities that will give the highest 

expected return. The portfolio with maximum expected return does not have to be the 

portfolio with minimum variance. An investor can reduce the variance by obtain less expected 

return, or gain expected return by taking higher variance (Markowitz 1952). Investors want to 

increase the expected return and at the same time reduce the standard deviation of the return 

on their portfolios. A portfolio is called an efficient portfolio if it provides the lowest standard 

deviation given the expected return, or if it provides the highest expected return given the 

standard deviation. In equilibrium, the prices of capital assets have adjusted so the investor 

can achieve any preferred point along the capital market line. The investor may receive a 

higher expected return on the holdings by exposing themselves to additional risk. An investor 

should choose the efficient portfolio that matches their posture to risk (Sharpe 1964). 

 

If the investor only has access to the same information and opportunities like everyone else, 

the best portfolio is the same as for other investors. It means that the investor should invest in 

a mix of a risk-free loan and the market portfolio. The marginal contribution of a stock to the 

portfolio risk is estimated by the stock´s sensibility to changes in the value of the portfolio 

and it is measured by beta. This is the underlying idea of the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM) which is a well-known model of risk and return and states that every security´s 

expected risk premium will increase in proportion to its beta (Brealey, Myers & Allen 2016, 

211).  
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There are some assumptions of the CAPM that must be fulfilled. There are three assumptions 

about the individual behavior. First, investors are rational and mean-variance optimizers. 

Second, investors planning horizon is just a single period. Third, investors have homogeneous 

expectations. Additionally, there are four assumptions about the market structure. First, all 

funds are held publicly and trade on public exchanges, short positions are admissible, and 

investors can lend or borrow at a general risk-free rate. Second, all information is publicly 

accessible. Third, there are no taxes. Fourth, there are no transaction costs (Bodie, Kane & 

Marcus 2014, 304). The formula below shows the CAPM (Brealey, Myers & Allen 2016, 

211).  

 

𝑟 − 𝑟𝑓	   = 	  𝛽(𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) 

 

An alternative theory of risk and return is offered by the arbitrage pricing theory. This theory 

argue that the expected risk premium should be due to some pervasive macroeconomic factors 

to which the stock is exposed, and which affects the stock´s returns. This theory does not 

mention which these factors are. However, Fama and French have developed a theory that are 

suggesting three factors: the difference between return on large- and small-firm stocks, the 

return on market portfolio minus the risk-free rate, and the difference between the return on 

stocks with low book-to-market ratios and stocks with high book-to-market ratios. In Fama 

and French´s model, the expected return depends on each stock’s exposure to these factors 

(Brealey, Myers & Allen 2016, 211).  

 

According to modern portfolio theory, a rational investor wants to achieve as high return per 

risk as possible, and the higher Sharpe ratio of the fund the better risk-adjusted development. 

How high a good fund´s Sharpe ratio is varying between different markets, what is interesting 

is which fund that has the highest Sharpe ratio (Lindmark 2009).  
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2.2 Efficient Market Hypothesis 

Another important theory to consider is the efficient market hypothesis. According to this the 

ideal market is a market where prices provide precise signals for allocation of resources. 

Namely, a market where firms can make decisions about production and investment, and 

investors can choose between securities and assume that the securities prices at all times fully 

reflect all information that are available. This market, where prices always fully reflect all 

available information, is said to be efficient (Fama 1970). In efficient markets the stock prices 

follow a random walk, only the new information will change the stock price. If stock price 

movements were foreseeable, it would point at a stock market inefficiency, because the 

capacity to foresee prices would suggest that all available information was not included in the 

stock prices (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 350-351).  

 

Fama (1970) states that there are three versions of efficient market hypothesis. The weak-

form states that all information that can be deduced by examine market trading data is already 

reflected in the stock prices. The semi strong-form claim that stock prices already reflect all 

publicly available information concerning the prospects of the firm. The strong-form asserts 

that all information that is relevant to the firm, both public and private information, is already 

included in the stock prices. Most tests have been made of the weak-form efficient market 

model, and the tests show a strong support. Even semi strong-form tests have supported the 

theory. However, strong-form efficient market model can probably best be seen as a 

benchmark, which one can assess deviations from market efficiency against. Even if Fama 

states that it exists extensive evidence that supports the efficient market hypothesis he is 

aware of that the hypothesis has shortages.  

 

Event studies contribute to the cleanest evidence on market efficiency. The results from these 

studies indicate that stock prices adjust rapidly to different information, such as dividend 

changes, investment decisions, changes in capital structure and so on. This can result in a 

conclusion that prices efficient adjusts to firm-specific information. Less research has been 

done about private information. Corporate insiders have access to private information that 

leads to abnormal returns, but outsiders cannot gain from public information about insider 

trading (Fama 1991).  
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One interesting implication of efficient market hypothesis is the choice between passive and 

active management strategies. Supporters of the efficient market hypothesis considers active 

management as wasted exertion and unthinkable to legitimate the expenses incurred. Instead, 

they favor a passive investment strategy that not tries to outsmart the market. Since the 

efficient market hypothesis assumes that stock prices reflect all available information, it does 

not make sense to sell and buy securities frequently because it leads to large trading costs 

without increase the expected performances. Despite this, there is a role of portfolio 

management in efficient markets. A fundamental principle in portfolio selection is 

diversification. Firm-specific risk is the risk one will face even if the stocks are priced fairly, 

and this risk can be diversified away. As a result, even in efficient markets there is a demand 

for selection of a well-diversified portfolio that gives the level of systematic risk that the 

investor demand. The optimal position of the investor will depend on for example age, risk 

aversion, employment and tax bracket. In an efficient market, the role of the portfolio 

manager is therefore to adapt the portfolio to the investors needs instead of beating the market 

(Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 357-358).  

 

2.3 Survivorship Bias  

Some companies periodically close down their worst performing funds. If studies about funds 

performances only include funds for which returns are accessible during the whole sample 

period, the average returns of the funds that are included in the sample will be deliberative of 

the performances of long-term survivors only. With the unsuccessful funds omitted from the 

sample, the average measured performance of fund managers will be higher than one could 

expect from the whole sample of managers (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 440).  

 

Survivorship bias has an impact on nearly every empirical study that includes financial data, 

which makes it relevant to mention it in studies. The results can be inaccurate by not 

accounting for closed funds, particularly when studies performances of fund portfolios like 

the entire fund market (Rohleder, Scholz and Wilkens 2011).  
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2.4 Previous Research  

Dahlquist, Engström and Söderlind (2000) made a study about the relationship between 

performance and the fund characteristics on the Swedish market. Alfa is used in linear 

regression of fund returns on various benchmark assets to measure performance. Then cross-

sectional analysis of the relationship between performance and fund features, such as past 

appearances, size, turnover, flows, and proxies for trading activities and costs, are made. The 

study considers 210 funds in the Swedish market between 1992 and 1997. The result shows 

that smaller equity funds tend to perform above larger equity funds, while larger bond funds 

seem to perform above smaller bond funds. They also find a negative relationship between 

fees and performance, that is, low-fee funds seem to perform higher than high-fee funds. In 

addition, they find evidence that actively managed funds perform higher than passively 

managed funds. Furthermore, they found a positive relationship between current flows and 

lagged performance.  

 

Engström (2004) have also made a study where he received new measures of value of active 

portfolio management by shaping replicating portfolios. The new measures make allowance 

for a separate assessment of fund managers tactical decisions and strategies. He means that 

one way to measure tactical performance is to assess how the active decision made by the 

manager in one year affect the return and risk of the portfolio. He also receives new proof of 

the value of trading by breaking it down into short-term trade decisions, long-term trade 

decisions, and trade resulting from regulatory limitations. His paper supports the value of 

actively managed portfolios and he found that the average fund manager has a positive alpha 

measure. Active portfolio management is investigated by analyzing 112 Swedish equity funds 

over a five-year period, 1996-2000. Like many previous studies, this study also finds a 

positive relationship between trade activity and fund performance. However, the results 

indicate that this comes from a positive relationship between trade activity and tactical 

performance. He means that this positive relationship is based on voluntary trade, as these 

results show that managers make worse trade decisions when they are forced to trade.  

 

Another study was conducted by Flam and Vestman (2014). They investigated 115 actively 

managed funds and 15 passively managed funds between the years 1999 and 2009. Their 

study shows the existence of some skills in choosing stocks, but they also indicate that fund 
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managers on average are incapable to offset investors for the cost of management. The result 

show that index funds on average deliver returns equally with the benchmarks before costs, 

however large differences exist between funds. They find significant underperformance when 

funds across the entire stock market were evaluated. The median active managed fund has 

performed higher than the median index fund. They explain this underperformance with that it 

is common for index funds to use benchmarks for a portion of the stock market which consists 

of the largest and most traded businesses whose accomplishment has been below average. The 

discovery that active managed funds, on average, have higher net excess return compared to 

index funds means that the decision to qualify for investors to choose low-cost index funds 

instead of active funds must be qualified. One should not select the index randomly. Instead, 

one should pay attention to tracking error and fee, and also index funds benchmark index. 

Even though actively managed funds, on average, do not earn positive excess return, some do. 

This can be seen as evidence of superior share picking skills, but in this study, they find little 

proof of progress in returns and therefore little to state the presence of skills.  

 

Flam and Vestman (2014) also state that the occurrence of constant high returns can indicate 

the occurrence of skills, but it may also be due to luck. They investigate whether inferior and 

superior performance can be attributed to inferior and superior skills or to bad and good luck. 

They only found some small evidence of the generally present of skills. As a conclusion, there 

are no practical evidence of true stock selection skills for managers of Swedish equity funds. 

Gross excess return is obtained from bad or good luck, and not by inferior or superior 

knowledge. Investors that want exposure to the Swedish stock market throughout mutual 

funds need to be aware of the shortage of endurance in fund returns and choose a fund that is 

passively managed with low or no fees instead of a fund that is actively managed with a high 

fee.  

 

Studies like the once mentioned above have also been done outside of Sweden. The studies 

show different results. For example, studies by Carhart (1997), Gruber (1996) and Burton 

(1995) showed that active managers fail to outperform passive benchmark portfolios and, in 

many cases, underperform passive index. Instead, they suggested that investors are better at 

keeping broad market index. Carhart (1997) also showed a strong negative relationship 

between fees and performance. There are other studies that say that managers can have some 
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stock-picking talent. For example, Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers (1995) found that mutual 

funds tend to choose stocks that outperform a broad market index. Otten and Thevissen 

(2011) showed that passive funds do not perform as high as active funds. 
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3. Method 

A number of funds are investigated in different ways to answer the questions of the essay. 

Non-probability selection is used to select a manageable number of funds, which means that 

researchers participate and affect the selection (Denscombe 2010, 25). To get an appropriate 

number of funds, more and more criteria, that the authors chose, are added. For example, one 

criteria limit the essay to only focus on Swedish funds. The criteria and selection of funds will 

be found in chapter four.  

 

The analytical method consists of performance measures, correlation analysis and regression 

analysis. To do the analytical method, different computer programs are used. The calculations 

are made in Stata and Excel. The fund courses for each fund, which are stated after deduction 

for management fees, and the benchmark index has been taken from Eikon, and based on 

them, the returns have been calculated.  

 

Three different performance measures, which are presented below, are calculated. A 

regression with each performance measure against a dummy variable for if the fund is 

actively or passively managed is made for each period. These regressions are tested for 

heteroscedasticity with White’s heteroscedasticity test. If heteroscedasticity is found robust 

standard errors are used to correct.  

 

The correlation analysis separate active and passive funds. For each type of management and 

period two correlation analysis are made. One between funds return and management fee, 

where no risk is taken into account. The other one takes risk into account and is between 

Sharpe ratio and management fee.   

 

The regression analysis consists of regressions between management fee and each 

performance measure were all funds are included, both active and passive funds. The 

regressions are tested for heteroscedasticity with White’s heteroscedasticity test. If 

heteroscedasticity is found robust standard errors are used to correct. Same regressions have 

also been made with only active funds to see if it differs a lot.  
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3.1 Performance Measures  

This essay aims to answer whether actively or passively managed funds perform the highest. 

To answer the questions performance measures that suitably can compare the funds are 

needed. It is not that helpful to evaluate performance based only on average return. To 

compare the returns in a meaningful way one has to adjust the returns for risk (Bodie, Kane & 

Marcus 2014, 837). To not rely on only one measure when compare the funds and answer the 

questions, three risk-adjusted performance measures that can answer the questions will be 

calculated. Those are Jensen's alpha, Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio. Except these measures 

there are several performance measures that can be used to answer the questions such as 

information ratio and tracking error. Further, as mentioned above, a model called Fama and 

French three factor model, can be used. However, in order to make this essay moderately 

large, this essay does not include these measures. Instead the measures that are assumed to 

most accurate answer the questions are used.  

 

All performance measures include a risk-free rate. There are two requirements for an asset to 

be risk free. First, there can be no default risk, which results in that the only securities that 

have an opportunity of being risk free are government securities. Second, there can be no 

reinvestment risk (Damodaran 2012, 154-155).  

 

3.1.1 Jensen’s Alpha 

Jensen's alpha, which has its origin in the theory of pricing of capital assets, specify the 

average return on a portfolio beyond what is predicted by CAPM, given the portfolio’s 

average market return and beta. The measure is used to estimate the predictive ability of 

mutual fund managers, which means the managers abilities to earn returns that are higher than 

the expected returns given the level of risk (Jensen 1967).  

 

𝐽𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑛´𝑠	  𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎 = 	  𝛼𝑝 = 𝑟𝑝 −	   [𝑟𝑓 + 	  𝛽𝑝(𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓)] 

rp = average return of portfolio 

rf = average risk-free rate of return 
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𝛽	  = beta 

rm = average market return 

 

The formula above shows how to calculate Jensen’s alpha. When estimating this measure, one 

allows for the impacts of risk on return as implied by asset pricing model. Furthermore, if the 

model is valid, the specific market conditions or the specific nature of general economic 

conditions over the sample or the period being evaluated has no effect on the measure of 

performance. Accordingly, one could in a legitimately way compare this measure of 

performance across funds over different time periods and of different risk levels regardless 

market conditions and general economic (Jensen 1967).  

 

A negative value of Jensen's alpha indicates that the fund earned about that much less per year 

than they should have earned according to their level of systematic risk. If the fund earned 

more than they should considering their level of systematic risk, the measure will instead be 

positive (Jensen 1967).  

 

To calculate Jensen's alpha beta must be estimated. Beta gives a value of the risk one 

investment ads to the market portfolio. By adjusting for the risk, by dint of beta, the 

comparison between funds can be done in a more rewarding way. Otherwise, the differences 

in risk can give misleading results. Beta can be estimated in different ways. In this essay 

regression betas are calculated, which mean that stock returns are regressed against market 

returns (Damodaran 2012, 183). Each fund's beta value is calculated on monthly basis, where 

the return has been adjusted for the risk-free rate.  

 

3.1.2 Sharpe Ratio 

Sharpe ratio, which is developed from Sharpe who is one of the founders of CAPM, measures 

the reward to volatility trade-off. The measure is calculated from average excess return 

against standard deviation and gives numbers on excess return per unit of risk. The measure 

takes into account both return and risk without any reference to a market index and can 

improve the work of managing investments (Sharpe 1994).  
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𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒	  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
(	  rp − rf)

𝜎𝑝  

rp = average return of portfolio 

rf = average risk-free rate of return 

𝜎𝑝= standard deviation of portfolio 

 

The formula above shows how to calculate Sharpe ratio. When one is choosing among funds 

to select a fund representing a particular market sector, one should choose the fund with the 

greatest Sharpe ratio. One must however be remembered that the measure does not take 

correlations into account. If important correlations with assets in a portfolio can be affected by 

a choice, such information should be used to complete the comparisons based on Sharpe ratios 

(Sharpe 1994).  

 

To be able to calculate Sharpe ratio, standard deviation must be calculated. Standard deviation 

provides an indication of how widely or nearly the individual funds values are spread around 

their mean values (Gujarati & Porter 2009, 810). 

 

3.1.3 Treynor Ratio 

Even Treynor ratio estimates the excess return per unit of risk. The difference between Sharpe 

ratio and Treynor ratio is that Sharpe ratio uses total risk, while Treynor ratio uses systematic 

risk. Since the nonsystematic risk could be diversified away Treynor ratio can be seen as a 

more appropriate performance measure if the portfolio is comprehensive and highly 

diversified (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 840-843). For this reason, even Treynor ratio is 

used to evaluate the performance of the funds.  

 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑟	  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
	  (rp − rf)

𝛽𝑝  

rp = average return of portfolio 
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rf = average risk-free rate of return 

𝛽	  = beta 

 

The formula above shows how to calculate Treynor ratio (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, 840). 

The measure tries to answer how well an investment has offset the investors, given the level 

of risk, and should be interpreted like a high measure implies good performance efficiency 

(Morningstar 2011). Same estimations of beta that were made to calculate Jensen's alpha can 

be used to calculate Treynor ratio.  

 

3.2 Critical Review of the Method 

Changing the criteria for selection of funds, which will be found in chapter four, may possibly 

give a different result. The more funds that are investigated, the safer results. For example, to 

get a more reliable result one could extend the research to not only Swedish funds or not only 

include equity funds. Additionally, include funds that have disappeared during the period may 

give a safer result.   

 

To make a reliable investigation the funds need to have the same conditions. Since the same 

criteria are used for every fund all funds can be assumed to have the same conditions. 

However, two of the passive funds only invest in the biggest and most traded shares (Avanza 

2018a) (Avanza 2018b).  

 

The performance measures that are calculated for each fund have been chosen because they 

are relevant to answer the questions of this essay. There are other performance measures and 

methods that can be used to answer these questions, but they have been excluded because of 

the extent of the essay.   
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4. Empirical Results  

 

4.1 Selection of Funds 

Morningstar have 4 085 funds sold actively to Swedish small savers and of these funds, 2 311 

are equity funds. This essay focus on equity funds because, as mentioned in the background, 

equity funds are accounted for the largest part of fund savings.  

 

At Morningstar one can choose between two Morningstar categories in Sweden, Sweden 

small- and medium-sized companies or Sweden. By choosing Sweden as Morningstar 

category 142 equity funds remains. If then only funds registered in Sweden are chosen, the 

number of funds will decrease to 113. The reason this essay is based only on Swedish funds is 

partly because of two advantages of evaluating Swedish mutual funds. Firstly, Swedish data 

are extensive, and accordingly allow for a detailed evaluation while exclude a number of 

pitfalls. Secondly, evaluation of Swedish funds can fortify existing literature with out-of-

sample evidence because they are subject to resembling institutional settings as US funds 

(Engstrom 2004).  

 

Additionally, the Swedish stocks have been winners the last 30 years, and the funds are often 

in the top on different top lists and have great historical results. Basically, it is a successful 

economy that makes the Swedish index a winner comparing to other industry countries in the 

long-term. There are also more Swedish funds with low management fees and therefore it is 

easier to find the combination of successful trustees and low yearly fee (Lindmark 2012).  

 

Since this survey will be done before, during and after the financial crisis the funds must have 

existed since 2003, with other words the funds must have existed in at least 15 years. After 

making these criteria, 38 funds remain, 33 active funds and five passive funds, which can be 

found in table 4.1. These funds will be the base for this essay.  
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The criteria for selecting funds can be summed up as:  

●   they are actively or passively managed equity funds 

●   they belong to the Morningstar category Sweden 

●   they are registered in Sweden 

●   they have existed in at least 15 years 

 

Funds Start 
year 

Management fee 
(per year) 

Fund capital (million 
SEK) 

Active funds    

Aktie-Ansvar Sverige A 1992 1,40% 1681,05 

Alfred Berg Sverige Plus A 2000  1,75% 2 179,47 

AMF Aktiefond Sverige 1998 0,40% 27 303,39 

AstraZeneca Allemansfond 1984 0,90% 1 203,89 

Carnegie Sverigefond A 1987 1,40% 18 818,81 

Catella Sverige Aktiv Hållbarhet 1998 1,50% 3 884,73 

Didner & Gerge Aktiefond 1994 1,22% 46 402,17 

Enter Sverige A  1999 1,70% 974,23 

Enter Sverige Pro  1999 0,50% 586,95 

Folksam LO Sverige 1999 0,40% 36 211,99 

Folksam LO Västfonden  1999 0,40% 5 300,33 

Handelsbanken Bosparfond 
Bostadsrätterna 

1987 1,50% 1 066,40 

Handelsbanken Sverigefond SEK 1988 1,00% 10 036,39 

Lannebo Sverige 2000 1,60% 3 217,25 

Länsförsäkringar Sverige Aktiv A  1990 1,30% 9 959,37 

Nordea Alfa 1984 1,41% 19 030,85 

Nordea Inst Aktie Sverige 1998 0,50% 6 934,61 

Nordea Swedish Stars Icke-utd  1999 1,40% 11 696,04 

Quesada Sverige 2001 1,35% 378,68 

SEB Stiftelsefond Sverige 1998 1,50% 3 301,51 

SEB Sverige Expanderad  1973 1,25% 10 753,94 
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SEB Sverigefond 1984 1,30% 15 003,43 

Skandia Cancerfonden 1988 1,40% 338,63 

Skandia Sverige 1991 1,40% 4 057,04 

Skandia Världsnaturfonden 1988 1,40% 428,64 

Spiltan Aktiefond Stabil  2002 1,50% 1 950,50 

Swedbank Humanfond 1990 2,00% 2 122,14 

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige 1987 1,25% 8 010,08 

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige MEGA  2003 0,72% 2 495,40 

Swedbank Robur Exportfond  1993 1,25% 8 342,84 

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond 2002 1,25% 13 884,91 

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond MEGA 1995 0,52% 25 671,06 

Öhman Sverige Smart Beta 1996 1,20% 303,36 

Passive funds    

Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index) 1999 0,30% 2 372,22 

Catella Sverige Index A 1998 0,60% 1 395,53 

Handelsbanken Sverigefond Index 1958 0,65% 22 949,75 

SPP aktiefond Sverige A  1998 0,20% 14 890,30 

XACT OMXS30  2000 0,10% 10 976,37 

Table 4.1 Selection of funds 

 

Two of the passive funds, XACT OMXS30 and Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index), only 

invest in the biggest and most traded shares (Avanza 2018a) (Avanza 2018b). The other 

passive funds, and also the active funds, does not have any similar restriction.  

 

Since the funds have been chosen by looking at the funds that exist today and have existed 

since 2003 there is some survivorship bias. No consideration has been given to funds that 

existed at the beginning of the period, but which have subsequently failed and no longer exist. 

This is an important factor to be aware of since it is the selection of funds that determines how 

the results will be, and if there had been other funds the results could have been different.  
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4.2 Benchmark Index and Risk-Free Rate 

To do the calculations, a benchmark index is needed. The benchmark index for Morningstar 

category Sweden is according to Morningstar (2018) MSCI Sweden NR SEK, which is a price 

index. The index measures the achievement of mid and large cap segments of the market in 

Sweden. It has 31 components and covers around 85% of the equity in Sweden. The index is 

based on the methodology MSCI Global Investable Indexes, which is an approach to index 

construction which allows for global views and cross regional comparisons overall market 

capitalization size, sector and style segments and combinations (MSCI SWEDEN INDEX 

2018).   

       

According to the requirements for risk-free rates, a one-month Treasury bill is used as risk-

free rate in this essay. The risk-free rates, on monthly basis, has been taken from Sveriges 

Riksbank (2018). To calculate the different performance measures, an average of the risk-free 

rate for each month is estimated for each period.  

 

4.3 Selection of Time Periods 

To define one period before, one during and one after the financial crisis, different years were 

tested as the period during the crisis. This to see if the results should differ a lot if the 

financial crisis was defined as 2007-2009, 2007-2010 or 2007-2011. Regardless of the time 

period they showed similar results. According to Hultkrantz and Söderström (2014, 154), as 

mentioned in the background, the financial crisis was between 2007-2009. Despite that, 2007-

2010 will represent the period during the financial crisis to also include the time right after the 

financial crisis since it takes time for the market to recover.  

 

4.4 Performance Measures 

All performance measures are presented on a monthly basis. For each period there is one table 

that will summarize the performance measures. The measures for each fund can be found in 

appendix 1-3.   
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4.4.1 2003-2006 
 

Active funds   Sharpe ratio   Treynor ratio   Jensen's alpha  

Spread   0,164422  -  0,613891   -0,042497  -  0,040841   -0,004802  -  0,062087  

Average   0,444060   0,019473   0,001565  

Variance   0,006598   0,000142   0,000124  

Passive funds           

Spread   0,428390  -  0,468617   0,019177  -  0,021546   -0,001955  -  -0,000064  

Average   0,438577   0,020052   -0,001411  

Variance   0,000285   0,000001   0,000001  

P-value  0,883   0,915   0,559  

Table 4.4.1 Summation of the performance measures for the period before the financial crisis. The performance 

measures for each fund can be found in appendix 1. 

 

As seen in table 4.4.1, which is a summation of appendix 1, the average of Sharpe ratio for 

active funds is 0,444060, while the average of Sharpe ratio for passive funds is 0,438577. A 

higher Sharpe ratio means that the fund has yield a higher return in relation to the risk that is 

taken, which in this case speaks for active funds, but compared to the passive funds the 

marginal is small. When it comes to the spread, passive funds give around 0,428390 and 

0,468617 in return for one extra unit of risk. Even all active funds have a positive Sharpe ratio 

and yield a higher return for one extra unit of risk but compared to passive funds the variance 

is higher and the spread is wider, between 0,164422 and 0,613891. Since these numbers are 

both lower and higher than for passive funds is it difficult to say if one should choose an 

active or passive fund according to Sharpe ratio. However, by looking at the spread of active 

funds one can see that the lower limit differs more from the spread of passive funds compared 

to the upper limit. This can be interpreted as one can lose more than one can gain by choosing 

active funds before passive. 

 

Treynor ratio for passive funds are all positive and between 0,019177 - 0,021546. This means 

that all passive funds yield a higher return per extra unit of risk. Again, active funds have a 

wider variance (but a small one) and a wider spread of -0,042497 - 0,040841. One active fund 
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shows a negative Treynor ratio and therefore yield a lower return per extra unit of risk, while 

all the other active funds yield a higher return per extra unit of risk. The average of Treynor 

ratio for active funds is 0,019473, while the average for passive funds is 0,020052. This 

indicates that passive funds have a higher performance efficiency than active funds, but with a 

small marginal. 

 

In the period before the financial crisis all Jensen’s alpha for the passive funds were negative, 

between -0,001955 to -0,000064. This means that the funds earned about that much less per 

year than they should have earned according to their level of systematic risk. In the spread for 

active funds, -0,004802 - 0,062087, 21 out of 33 active funds had a negative alpha, while 

twelve funds showed positive Jensen's alpha. The majority of the active funds are negative 

which speaks for that the funds not have outperformed their index seen to return and risk, that 

is the funds have performed lower than the market. Despite that, the average Jensen´s alpha 

for the active funds is positive, 0,001565, while the average for passive funds is -0,001411. 

Since a higher alpha means a higher progress of the portfolio in relation to the risk, active 

funds are the type of fund one should invest in during the period before the financial crisis. 

However, both the average for passive and active funds are close to zero, and an alpha of zero 

indicates that the fund has performed as the market. Again, the variance is higher for active 

funds, but both variances are small.  

 

In a regression with each performance measure against a dummy-variable for if the fund is 

active or passive one can see that the p-values are higher than the chosen significance level on 

0,1 for all measures and therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. This means that none 

are significant and that none of the measures are statistically different compared to the base 

category, passive funds.  
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4.4.2 2007-2010 
 

Active funds   Sharpe ratio   Treynor ratio   Jensen's alpha  

Spread   -0,122502  -  0,063741   -0,010898  -  0,004817   -0,012440  -  0,002321  

Average   0,001757   0,000067   -0,002096  

Variance   0,001138   0,000007   0,000006  

Passive funds           

Spread   -0,023057  -  0,001247   -0,001590  -  0,000084   -0,003577  -  -0,002113  

Average   −0,010386   −0,000713   −0,002926  

Variance   0,0000930   0,0000004   0,0000004  

P-value  0,434   0,526   0,467  

Table 4.4.2 Summation of the performance measures for the period during the financial crisis. The performance 

measures for each fund can be found in appendix 2. 

 

Table 4.4.2, a summation of appendix 2, show that the average of Sharpe ratio for active 

funds is 0,001757, while the average of Sharpe ratio for passive funds is -0,010386. This can 

be interpreted as active funds are the type of fund one should invest in during the financial 

crisis since this Sharpe ratio is higher, but even here the marginal is small. In addition, the 

variance is higher for active funds, but the difference is marginal, and the variances are small. 

When it comes to the spread, Sharpe ratio varies for the passive funds between -0,023057 - 

0,001247. Four passive funds give less in return for one extra unit of risk, while the fifth fund 

give more in return for one extra unit of risk. Even during the financial crisis, the spread of 

Sharpe ratio for active funds is wider, between -0,122502 - 0,063741. This means that some 

active funds yield a lower return per extra unit of risk and some funds yield a higher return 

per extra unit of risk during the financial crisis. When compare the spread against each other it 

is clear that one can lose more than one can gain by choosing an active fund.  

 

In the spread of -0,001590 - 0,000084,  four passive funds yield a lower return per extra unit of 

risk during the financial crisis, and one passive fund give a higher return per extra unit of risk. 

For active funds, the spread is between -0,010898 - 0,004817. Out of the 33 active funds 
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twelve funds have a negative Treynor ratio and therefore yields negative return per extra unit 

of risk, while 21 have a positive measure and yield a positive return per extra unit of risk. This 

means that even during the financial crisis the spread is wider for active funds compared to 

passive funds, but the difference and variance are marginal. The average of Treynor ratio for 

active funds is 0,000067, while the average for passive funds is -0,00713. This indicates that 

during the financial crisis active funds have a higher performance efficiency than passive 

funds, but once again the marginal is small.  

 

During the financial crisis Jensen’s alpha show a spread of -0,003577 - -0,002113. This 

indicates that all passive funds have performed lower than the market. Active funds show a 

spread between -0,012440 and 0,002321, where four of the active funds show a positive alpha 

value during the financial crisis, while 29 active funds show a negative measure. Again, the 

majority of the active funds are negative which indicates that the active funds have performed 

lower than the market. The average of the active funds is -0,002096, while the average of the 

passive funds is -0,002926. The average alphas are close to each other, but active funds show 

a little higher value, which indicates that active funds have a higher progress of the portfolio 

in relation to the risk. Once again both averages and variances are close to zero.  

 

Even during the financial crisis all p-values in regressions with each performance measures 

against a dummy for if the fund is actively or passively managed are higher than the 

significance level on 0,1. None of the measures are therefore statistically different compared 

to the base category, passive funds.  
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4.4.3 2011-2017 
 

Active funds   Sharpe ratio   Treynor ratio   Jensen's alpha  

Spread   0,090938  -  0,296392   0,003848  -  0,012562   -0,002697  -  0,004721  

Average   0,175412   0,007167   0,000698  

Variance   0,002136   0,000004   0,000003  

Passive funds           

Spread   0,158516  -  0,182578   0,006212  -  0,007171   -0,000167  -  0,000769  

Average   0,171497   0,006727   0,000342  

Variance   0,000118   0,0000002   0,0000002  

P-value  0,853   0,640   0,676  

Table 4.4.3 Summation of the performance measures for the period after the financial crisis. The performance 

measures for each fund can be found in appendix 3. 

 

In table 4.4.3, a summation of appendix 3, it can be seen that after the financial crisis, all 

passive and active funds yield a positive Sharpe ratio. Passive funds show a spread between 

0,158516 - 0,182578,  which means that all funds give more in return for one extra unit of risk. 

As in previous periods, the spread of Sharpe ratio for active funds is wider, between about 

0,090938 - 0,296392, and the variance is a little higher compared to passive funds. However, 

after the financial crisis one can gain more than one can lose by invest in active funds if one 

looks at the spread. The average of Sharpe ratio for active funds is 0,175412, while the 

average of Sharpe ratio for passive funds is 0,171497. The average Sharpe ratio is higher for 

active funds even during this period, which indicates that one should invest in an active fund 

according to Sharpe ratio. Once again, the marginal is small.  

 

Treynor ratio are positive for all passive funds after the financial crisis, between 0,006212 - 

0,007171, which means that all passive funds yield a higher return per extra unit of risk. For 

active funds, the spread is between about 0,003848 - 0,012562, which shows that all active 

funds yield a higher return per extra unit of risk. The average Treynor ratio for active funds is 

0,007167, while the average for passive funds is 0,006727. This can be interpreted as after the 
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financial crisis active funds have a higher performance efficiency than passive funds. Even in 

this period the marginal is small, and the variances are minimal.  

 

In the period after the financial crisis, where the passive funds show a spread of -0,000167 - 

0,000769, three of five passive funds yield a positive Jensen's alpha. This means that three 

passive funds have earned more per year than they should have earned according to their level 

of systematic risk, while the other two passive funds have underperformed their index. When 

it comes to the active funds, which shows a spread between -0,002697 and 0,004721, ten 

active funds show a negative alpha value and therefore underperformed their index, while 23 

active funds have outperformed the market seen to return and risk. The average alpha of the 

active funds is 0,000698, while the average for the passive funds is 0,000342. Even after the 

financial crisis the average alpha value is higher for active funds. However, once again both 

the average for passive and active funds are close to zero which indicates that the funds have 

performed as the market. In addition, the variances for both passive and active funds are 

minimal.   

 

In a regression with each performance measure against a dummy-variable for if the fund is 

active or passive one can see once again that the p-values are higher than the significance 

level on 0,1 for all measures. One could therefore not reject the null hypothesis and none of 

the measures are statistically different compared to the base category, passive funds.  

 

By summarizing the three periods one could conclude that the differences in the various 

measures between active and passive funds are small. If one only looks at the performance 

measures, all measures during all periods, except Treynor ratio during the first period, 

indicates that active funds are the highest profitable option. However, during all periods active 

funds can yield a measure both higher and lower compared to passive funds, and in almost 

every case one can lose more than one can gain by invest in active funds instead of passive. 

This means that the variances, even if they are low, are a little higher for active funds 

compared to passive. This can be an argument for an investor to choose passive funds anyway 

to get a more stable outcome since the performance measures not differ that much.  
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4.5 Correlation Analysis Between Management Fee and Return  

The management fee, return and Sharpe ratio are given on a monthly basis. The diagrams of 

the correlation analysis can be fined in appendix 4-6. 

 

4.5.1 2003-2006 

In the correlation analysis between return and management fee, where no risk is taken into 

account, active funds shows a correlation coefficient on -0,367, while the correlation 

coefficient for the passive funds is 0,714. This can be seen in appendix 4. This indicates that 

there exists a positive relation between return and management fee for passive funds, which 

means that higher management fee generally implies higher return. A high negative 

correlation should in this case mean that higher management fee generates lower return, but 

here the relation between management fee and return for active funds is low which indicates a 

non-relation. 

 

In the correlation analysis when risk is taken into account Sharpe ratio is used as risk adjusted 

return. When risk is taken into account, both correlation coefficients are positive. Active 

funds show a correlation coefficient on 0,029, while the correlation coefficient for the passive 

funds is 0,553. This shows that, compared to when risk is not included, the relation between 

risk adjusted return and management fee is weaker but positive for active funds when account 

for the risk that is taken, and the relationship is still positive but weaker for passive funds. 

Passive funds still have a stronger relation between return and management fee compared to 

active funds even when the return is risk adjusted.  

 

4.5.2 2007-2010 

During the financial crisis, active funds show a weak negative correlation coefficient on -

0,146, while passive funds show a stronger negative correlation coefficient on -0,539, this 

when risk is excluded. This can be seen in appendix 5. Since the correlation coefficient is that 

weak for the active funds it is difficult to say anything about the relation between 

management fee and return. Since the negative relation is stronger for passive funds one can 

assume, on average, that a higher management fee generates a lower return for passive funds.  
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In the correlation analysis between Sharpe ratio and management fee, where risk is taken into 

account, active funds shows a correlation coefficient on -0,123, while the correlation 

coefficient for passive funds is -0,494. Even during the financial crisis, the correlation 

coefficients shows a weaker relation between return and management fee when risk is taken 

into account.  

 

4.5.3 2011-2017 

After the financial crisis, active funds show a negative correlation coefficient on -0,141 when 

risk is excluded, which indicates that it does not exist a relation between management fee and 

return for active funds. Passive funds show a positive correlation coefficient on 0,519. This 

indicates, on average, that a higher management fee generates higher return. The correlation 

analysis for this period can be found in appendix 6. 

 

When risk is taken into account, the correlation coefficient for active funds is -0,079, and 

passive funds shows a correlation coefficient on 0,564. The correlation for active funds is a 

little bit weaker when one account for risk, while the relation is a little bit stronger for passive 

funds. 

  

By summarizing the three periods one could conclude that it exists a non-relation between 

management fee and return for active funds. In all cases except one there are a negative 

correlation coefficient, this means that despite a higher management fee for some funds one 

cannot assume a higher return. The correlation analysis shows weak positive correlation 

coefficients for passive funds before and after the financial crisis, which means that a higher 

management fee on average generates higher return. During the crisis this relation is weak and 

negative.  

 

4.6 Regression Analysis Between Management Fee and Performance Measures 

The regressions show the relationship between funds management fee and the different 

performance measures. A significance level of 10% have been chosen, which means that as 

long as the p-value is higher than 0,1 the null hypothesis will not be rejected, and it is 
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therefore not significant. The null hypothesis says that there is no correlation between funds 

management fee and the three different performance measures. For each regression White’s 

test of heteroscedasticity have been made. Robust standard errors have been used to adjust in 

case of heteroscedasticity. The regressions, which are summarized below, can be found in 

appendix 7-9. 

 

4.6.1 2003-2006 
 

 Sharpe ratio Jensen’s alpha Treynor ratio 

Management fee 8,104746 -5,107726 5,000321 

P-value 0,793 0,226 0,265 

𝑅B 0,0019 0,0405 0,0344 

P-value White’s test 0,2780 0,4116 0,4668 

Table 4.6.1 Summation of the performance measures for both active and passive funds for the period before the 

financial crisis. The regressions can be found in appendix 7.  

 

As can be seen in table 4.6.1, which is a summation of appendix 7, no robust standard errors 

were needed to adjust for heteroscedasticity during the period before the financial crisis since 

the p-values for White’s heteroscedasticity test where all above 0,1. The results show that if 

the management fee increase by one-unit Sharpe ratio will increase with 8,104746 units. If the 

management fee increases by one-unit Jensen's alpha will decrease by 5,107726 units. If the 

management fee increases by one-unit Treynor ratio will increase by 5,000321 units. These 

results show positive relations between management fee and Sharpe ratio, and between 

management fee and Treynor ratio. Between management fee and Jensen’s alpha the relation 

is negative. From the table it can be seen that the p-values for all measures are above 0,1. This 

means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, and this leads to that none are significance 

and there are therefore no relations between management fee and any of the three 

performance measures. Looking at the 𝑅B values it can be seen that 0,19% of the variation in 

Sharpe ratio can be explained by the management fee, 4,05% of the variation in Jensen’s 
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alpha can be explained by the management fee and 3,44% of the variation in Treynor ratio can 

be explained by the management fee.  

 

Same regressions but only with active funds shows similar results regarding the signs. The 

sign of the fee-coefficient is still positive for Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio, and negative for 

Jensen's alpha. One difference is that Sharpe ratio now need to be adjusted for 

heteroscedasticity. When all funds were taken into account all p-values were above 0,1 and 

the null hypothesis could therefore not be rejected. When only active funds are used in the 

regressions Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio still show p-values above 0,1. However, Jensen´s 

alpha has a p-value on 0,064, and therefore the null hypothesis can be rejected.  

 

4.6.2 2007-2010 
 

 Sharpe ratio Jensen’s alpha Treynor ratio 

Management fee -2,272162 -0,3301183 -0,3053993 

P-value 0,866 0,753 0,786 

𝑹𝟐 0,0009 0,0034 0,0025 

P-value White’s test 0,0828 0,0881 0,0826 

Table 4.6.2 Summation of the performance measures for both active and passive funds for the period during the 

financial crisis. The regressions can be found in appendix 8.  

 

Table 4.6.2, a summation of appendix 8, shows that during this period robust standard errors 

are used to adjust for heteroscedasticity since the p-values for White’s heteroscedasticity test 

are all lower than 0,1. Even during this period one can see that the p-values for all 

performance measures are higher than 0,1, the significance level, and therefore the null 

hypothesis will not be rejected. This means there are no significance and that there is no 

relationship between management fee and the different measures. Looking at the fee-

coefficients it can be seen that all relations between management fee and the performance 

measures are negative. If the management fee increases by one-unit Sharpe ratio will decrease 
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with 2,272162 units. If the management fee increases by one-unit Jensen´s alpha will decrease 

with 0,3301183 units. Finally, if the management fee increases by one-unit Treynor ratio will 

decrease with 0,3053993 units. As can be seen in the table, 0,09% of the variation in Sharpe 

ratio can be explained by the management fee, 0,34% of the variation in Jensen’s alpha can be 

explained by the management fee, and 0,25% of the variation in Treynor ratio can be 

explained by the management fee.   

 

The regressions with only active funds show similar results regarding the signs, all 

performance measures still have negative signs. One difference is that no performance 

measure during this period need to be adjusted for heteroscedasticity, which was the case 

when all funds were taken into account. During the financial crisis the null hypothesis will not 

be rejected even when only active funds are taken into account.  

 

4.6.3 2011-2017 
 

 Sharpe ratio Jensen’s alpha Treynor ratio 

Management Fee -3,972613 -0,1184344 -0,034495 

P-value 0,822 0,868 0,965 

𝑹𝟐 0,0014 0,0008 0,0001 

P-value White’s test 0,6548 0,8680 0,8733 

Table 4.6.3 Summation of the performance measures for both active and passive funds for the period after the 

financial crisis. The regressions can be found in appendix 9.  

 

As can be seen in table 4.6.3, which is a summation of appendix 9, no robust standard errors 

were needed to adjust for heteroscedasticity after the financial crisis since the p-values for 

White’s heteroscedasticity test where all above 0,1. The p-value for all measures in the 

regressions are higher than 0,1, which give the conclusion that the null hypothesis will not be 

rejected. That means there are no relation between management fee and the performance 

measures. All regressions show negative fee-coefficients. If the management fee increases by 
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one-unit Jensen’s alpha will decrease by 0,1184344 units. If the management fee increases by 

one-unit Sharpe ratio will decrease by 3,972613 units. Finally, if the management fee 

increases by one-unit Treynor ratio will decrease with 0,034495 units. As the table shows, 

0,14% of the variation in Sharpe ratio can be explained by the management fee, 0,08% of the 

variation in Jensen’s alpha can be explained by the management fee, and 0,01% of the 

variation in Treynor ratio can be explained by the management fee.  

 

After the financial crisis all signs remain negative even when only active funds are included in 

the regressions. As when all funds were included, no adjustment for heteroscedasticity are 

needed for the measures. In addition, after the financial crisis the null hypothesis will not be 

rejected even when only active funds are taken into account.  

 

By summarizing the three periods one can see that there is no relationship between 

management fee and the different performance measures. Looking at the regressions before 

the financial crisis it can be seen that there is a positive relation between Sharpe ratio and 

management fee, and between Treynor ratio and management fee. On the other hand, the 

relation between Jensen´s alpha and management fee are negative. During and after the crisis 

all the relationships between the measures and management fees are negative. 
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5. Analytical Discussion  

Regarding the correlation analysis one could conclude that it exists a non-relation between fee 

and return for active funds. In all cases except one there are negative correlation coefficients, 

this means that despite a higher management fee one cannot assume a higher return. Even a 

study made by Dahlquist, Engström and Söderlind (2000) found a negative relationship 

between performance and fee and stated that funds, that are low paid, seem to perform better 

than funds that are high paid. The correlation analysis shows weak positive correlation 

coefficients for passive funds before and after the financial crisis, which means that a higher 

management fee on average generates higher return. During the crisis this relation is weak and 

negative. These results indicate that fund managers on average are unable to compensate 

investors for the cost of management. It is worth noticing that the passive funds in the essay 

are few and that the result may have looked different with a larger number of funds. However, 

based on the funds that are included in this essay, the relationship between management fee 

and return is weak for passive funds. According to the study made by Flam and Vestman 

(2014) the same conclusion was stated.  

 

The regression analysis concludes that there is no relationship between management fee and 

the different performance measures. Looking at the regression before the financial crisis it can 

be seen that there is a positive relationship between Sharpe ratio and management fee, and 

between Treynor ratio and management fee. On the other hand, it is a negative relationship 

between Jensen’s alpha and management fee. During and after the crisis all the relationships 

between the measures and management fees are negative. All periods show that the variation 

in management fee cannot be explained that much by none of the measures. 

 

As mentioned earlier, modern portfolio theory argue that a rational investor demands as high 

return per risk as possible, and the higher Sharpe ratio, the better risk-adjusted development of 

the fund (Lindmark 2009). According to this investigation active funds have the highest 

Sharpe ratio during all three periods and there is therefore a better risk-adjusted development 

for the active funds. However, since the differences between active and passive funds are 

small it can be misleading to say that active funds are the most profitable option. In addition, 

as Lindmark (2009) states, how high a good Sharpe ratio for a fund is varies between different 
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markets. To make this essay more reliable the focus is on one fund market, the Swedish fund 

market. Same criteria have been used to select both active and passive funds. However, two of 

the passive funds, XACT OMXS30 and Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index), only invest in 

the biggest and most trades shares. This means some different conditions for the funds that 

may affect the Sharpe ratio. Anyway, since one can argue that Treynor ratio is a more 

appropriate measure if the portfolio is comprehensive and highly diversified, which can be 

assumed in this case since all funds are relative big, the results only differ a little. If one looks 

at Treynor ratio passive funds are the most profitable option before the crisis, while active 

funds are the most profitable option during and after the crisis.  

 

Even that the average of Treynor ratio and Sharpe ratio favors actively managed funds one 

can still argue that passively managed funds are a safer option. The spread of the measures for 

both Treynor ratio and Sharpe ratio are higher for active funds. By looking at the spreads one 

can see that in almost all cases one can lose more than one can gain by invest in an actively 

managed fund instead of a passive. An investor that have limited knowledge about the subject 

and therefore randomly select which fund to invest in can accordingly gain or lose by invest 

in an active fund instead of a passive. However, the probability that the investor will lose is 

higher since the lower limit differs more from passive funds compared to the upper limit. One 

can therefore argue for that a passively managed fund is a safer option.  

 

Supporters of the efficient market hypothesis, as mentioned earlier, favor passive investment 

strategy. They consider active management as wasted exertion. Since stock prices reflect all 

available information they mean that it does not make sense to sell and buy securities 

frequently because it leads to large trading costs without increase the expected performance. 

The results from the investigation speaks partly against the efficient market hypothesis that 

indirect speaks for that active investment decisions not can outperform the market. A positive 

alpha measure indicates that the fund has outperformed the market. And as the result shows, 

some active funds have performed better than the market. On average there are positive alpha 

values before and after the financial crisis for active funds, and positive alpha for passive 

funds after the crisis. This is evidence that funds can outperform the market and is therefore 

evidence against the hypothesis (Jensen 1967). Even a study made by Engström (2004) 
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supports the value of active portfolio management and the study found positive alpha 

measures for the average fund manager.  

 

However, if one looks on the individual Jensen’s alpha measures for each fund the majority of 

funds show a negative alpha before and during the crisis. Totally over the three periods the 

majority of funds yield a negative alpha. That means that even if the market can be 

outperformed, it is more common, according to this study, that the funds will not outperform 

the market. This is in line with what Fama (1970) says. Fama argue that it should not be 

possible to outperform the market by active management since all available information 

already are reflected in the prices. The results from the correlation analysis and the 

performance measures reinforces Famas theory. There is no clear relationship between 

management fee and return, and the average returns are almost the same for actively and 

passively managed funds. This indicates that the fund managers for the actively managed 

funds have it difficult to outperform the index despite the work with choose specific funds. 

Famas theory about the efficient market hypothesis contradicts active fund management and 

could partly explain the results, but as mentioned above, the hypothesis does not seem fully 

explained in reality since some active funds have outperformed the market. This is something 

Fama is aware of (Fama 1970). 

 

The results are affected by survivorship bias. When the market is unprofitable during longer 

periods, it is a general tendency that active funds that underperform will disappear. Since 

active fund managers can make active choices can it be seen as the portfolio managers 

mistake if an actively managed fund underperforms. As a result, only the well performed 

active funds will remain and active funds will therefore appear better than they had been if the 

underperformed funds had been taken into account. However, since passive funds just follow 

the market and the manager not do anything to adjust the fund, the passive funds will also 

underperform during bad times without any adjustment. One could therefore argue that an 

active fund has it easier to perform better during the crisis since the manager can intervene. 

This can be an explanation why active funds seem to be better during the financial crisis.  
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6. Conclusion 

In summary, there are no correlation or relation between funds return and management fee in 

relation to the risk that is taken, at least not for active funds. However, one can assume a weak 

relation for passive funds. In addition, according to the regressions there are no relationship 

between management fee and the different performance measures.  

 

The results could therefore be interpreted as it is not worth paying a higher fee to get an 

actively managed fund. Despite some higher average for active funds in the most cases, the 

spreads for active funds are wider and one can lose more than one can gain by invest in an 

actively managed fund compared to a passive fund. For an investor that has limited 

knowledge about the subject it is therefore safer to invest in a passively managed fund since 

the fund managers are unable to compensate investors for the cost of management.  

 

However, during the financial crisis active funds are the highest profitable option, both 

according to the performance measures and correlation analysis. This can partly be explained 

by that it is a general tendency that the worst performing funds are closed down which results 

in that the average of the remaining funds will appear to be higher in relation to the passive 

funds. 

 

In the future it would be interesting to investigate whether equity funds, which represented the 

majority of new investments in 2017, are a profitable alternative or if there are other types of 

funds that have higher profitability. This to further help people who want to invest in funds 

but who do not have sufficient knowledge about the subject. 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1 - Performance Measures During the Period 2003-2006 
 

Active funds   Sharpe ratio/month   Treynor ratio/month   Jensen's alpha/month  

Aktie-Ansvar Sverige A   0,475689   0,022572   0,000727  

Alfred Berg Sverige Plus A   0,411816   0,018886   −0,002549  

AMF Aktiefond Sverige   0,550026   0,026496   0,003674  

AstraZeneca Allemansfond   0,287742   0,018277   −0,002181  

Carnegie Sverigefond A   0,446148   0,023572   0,001360  

Catella Sverige Aktiv Hållbarhet   0,480400   0,022841   0,001187  

Didner & Gerge Aktiefond   0,419822   0,020021   −0,001485  

Enter Sverige A   0,449766   0,020800   −0,000704  

Enter Sverige Pro   0,164422   −0,042497   0,062087  

Folksam LO Sverige   0,472380   0,021517   −0,000089  

Folksam LO Västfonden   0,491889   0,022387   0,000645  

Handelsbanken Bosparfond 
Bostadsrätterna   0,431075   0,019761   −0,001658  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond SEK   0,421061   0,019315   −0,002108  

Lannebo Sverige   0,434574   0,020683   −0,000757  

Länsförsäkringar Sverige Aktiv A   0,413578   0,018969   −0,002444  

Nordea Alfa   0,413817   0,019346   −0,001711  

Nordea Inst Aktie Sverige   0,355015   0,016468   −0,004802  

Nordea Swedish Stars Icke-utd   0,415877   0,019044   −0,002302  

Quesada Sverige   0,407995   0,019027   −0,002197  
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SEB Stiftelsefond Sverige   0,420372   0,019909   −0,001488  

SEB Sverige Expanderad   0,447610   0,020761   −0,000739  

SEB Sverigefond   0,448256   0,020745   −0,000752  

Skandia Cancerfonden   0,469785   0,018155   −0,000677  

Skandia Sverige   0,469231   0,021761   0,000118  

Skandia Världsnaturfonden   0,455384   0,017821   −0,000965  

Spiltan Aktiefond Stabil   0,613891   0,040841   0,008459  

Swedbank Humanfond   0,399209   0,018621   −0,002590  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige   0,418080   0,019349   −0,002034  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige MEGA   0,584078   0,026110   0,003766  

Swedbank Robur Exportfond   0,520620   0,024183   0,002355  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond   0,525892   0,023764   0,001837  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond MEGA   0,541893   0,024722   0,002675  

Öhman Sverige Smart Beta   0,396599   0,018368   −0,003018  

Average   0,444060   0,019473   0,001565  

           

Passive funds         

Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index)   0,432486   0,019177   −0,002208  

Catella Sverige Index A   0,468617   0,021546   −0,000064  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond Index   0,431878   0,019972   −0,001489  

SPP aktiefond Sverige A   0,428390   0,020102   −0,001342  

XACT OMXS30   0,431513   0,019462   −0,001955  

Average   0,438577   0,020052   -0,001411  
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Appendix 2 - Performance Measures During the Period 2007-2010 
 

Active funds   Sharpe ratio/month   Treynor ratio/month   Jensen's alpha/month  

Aktie-Ansvar Sverige A   −0,028417   −0,001953   −0,003887  

Alfred Berg Sverige Plus A   −0,122502   −0,010898   −0,012440  

AMF Aktiefond Sverige   0,002805   0,000192   −0,002123  

AstraZeneca Allemansfond   0,009502   0,000776   −0,000855  

Carnegie Sverigefond A   0,011466   0,000790   −0,001354  

Catella Sverige Aktiv Hållbarhet   −0,003741   −0,000259   −0,002568  

Didner & Gerge Aktiefond   0,063741   0,004649   0,002321  

Enter Sverige A   0,029500   0,002098   −0,000136  

Enter Sverige Pro   0,016329   0,001165   −0,000910  

Folksam LO Sverige   −0,002707   −0,000183   −0,002490  

Folksam LO Västfonden   0,014461   0,000977   −0,001302  

Handelsbanken Bosparfond 
Bostadsrätterna   0,005526   0,000377   −0,001873  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond SEK   0,002792   0,000192   −0,002042  

Lannebo Sverige   0,027623   0,001936   −0,000301  

Länsförsäkringar Sverige Aktiv A   0,001994   0,000137   −0,001976  

Nordea Alfa   −0,027246   −0,001881   −0,003665  

Nordea Inst Aktie Sverige   −0,017487   −0,001572   −0,003033  

Nordea Swedish Stars Icke-utd   0,008524   0,000582   −0,001677  
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Quesada Sverige   −0,056144   −0,003979   −0,005341  

SEB Stiftelsefond Sverige   0,037742   0,002773   0,000575  

SEB Sverige Expanderad   −0,030305   −0,002079   −0,004024  

SEB Sverigefond   −0,007967   −0,000542   −0,002781  

Skandia Cancerfonden   0,012509   0,000846   −0,001418  

Skandia Sverige   0,004685   0,000325   −0,001917  

Skandia Världsnaturfonden   0,011023   0,000744   −0,001526  

Spiltan Aktiefond Stabil   0,063508   0,004817   0,001628  

Swedbank Humanfond   −0,008740   −0,000594   −0,002973  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige   −0,019012   −0,001293   −0,003712  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige MEGA   0,000363   0,000025   −0,002354  

Swedbank Robur Exportfond   0,046417   0,003235   0,001108  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond   0,002981   0,000204   −0,002153  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond MEGA   0,021421   0,001457   −0,000826  

Öhman Sverige Smart Beta   −0,012657   −0,000867   −0,003158  

Average   0,001757   0,000067   -0,002096  

           

Passive funds           

Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index)   −0,023057   −0,001590   −0,003577  

Catella Sverige Index A   −0,008832   −0,000603   −0,002969  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond Index   −0,016701   −0,001146   −0,003390  

SPP aktiefond Sverige A   −0,004585   −0,000311   −0,002582  
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XACT OMXS30   0,001247   0,000084   −0,002113  

Average   −0,010386   −0,000713   −0,002926  

 

 

Appendix 3 - Performance Measures During the Period 2011-2017 

  

Active funds   Sharpe ratio/month   Treynor ratio/month  
Jensen's 
alpha/month  

Aktie-Ansvar Sverige A   0,211409   0,008453   0,001937  

Alfred Berg Sverige Plus A   0,233964   0,009570   0,003067  

AMF Aktiefond Sverige   0,168709   0,006732   0,000349  

AstraZeneca Allemansfond   0,231301   0,012140   0,004473  

Carnegie Sverigefond A   0,224389   0,008990   0,002470  

Catella Sverige Aktiv Hållbarhet   0,150793   0,006009   −0,000388  

Didner & Gerge Aktiefond   0,220147   0,008957   0,002742  

Enter Sverige A   0,164334   0,006480   0,000095  

Enter Sverige Pro   0,173941   0,006891   0,000524  

Folksam LO Sverige   0,276158   0,010971   0,004714  

Folksam LO Västfonden   0,185416   0,007361   0,000997  

Handelsbanken Bosparfond 
Bostadsrätterna   0,161056   0,006367   −0,000021  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond SEK   0,173304   0,006897   0,000512  

Lannebo Sverige   0,171585   0,007024   0,000687  

Länsförsäkringar Sverige Aktiv A   0,193103   0,007706   0,001340  

Nordea Alfa   0,169386   0,006860   0,000468  

Nordea Inst Aktie Sverige   0,111810   0,004505   −0,001897  

Nordea Swedish Stars Icke-utd   0,207176   0,008364   0,001929  
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Quesada Sverige   0,177262   0,007571   0,001125  

SEB Stiftelsefond Sverige   0,090938   0,003848   −0,002697  

SEB Sverige Expanderad   0,187443   0,007404   0,000966  

SEB Sverigefond   0,167947   0,006857   0,000445  

Skandia Cancerfonden   0,119193   0,005037   −0,001198  

Skandia Sverige   0,140552   0,005634   −0,000720  

Skandia Världsnaturfonden   0,119256   0,005050   −0,001194  

Spiltan Aktiefond Stabil   0,296392   0,012562   0,004721  

Swedbank Humanfond   0,113730   0,004479   −0,001947  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige   0,147097   0,005763   −0,000628  

Swedbank Robur Ethica Sverige MEGA   0,104304   0,004185   −0,002205  

Swedbank Robur Exportfond   0,164545   0,006868   0,000540  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond   0,171775   0,006745   0,000379  

Swedbank Robur Sverigefond MEGA   0,172870   0,006838   0,000473  

Öhman Sverige Smart Beta   0,187305   0,007379   0,000963  

Average   0,175412   0,007167   0,000698  

           

Passive funds         

Aktiespararna Topp Sverige (index)   0,158516   0,006212   −0,000167  

Catella Sverige Index A   0,182578   0,007171   0,000769  

Handelsbanken Sverigefond Index   0,175556   0,006936   0,000555  

SPP aktiefond Sverige A   0,179368   0,007038   0,000659  

XACT OMXS30   0,161468   0,006279   −0,000107  

Average   0,171497   0,006727   0,000342  
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Appendix 4 - Correlation Analysis During the Period 2003-2006 
 

 

 

 

Appendix 5 - Correlation Analysis During the Period 2007-2010 
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Appendix 6 - Correlation Analysis During the Period 2011-2017 
 

 

 

 

Appendix 7 - Regression Analysis During the Period 2003-2006 
 

Where F = fee, S = Sharpe ratio, J = Jensen's alpha, T = Treynor ratio. 
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Appendix 8 - Regression Analysis During the Period 2007-2010 
 

Where F = fee, S = Sharpe ratio, J = Jensen's alpha, T = Treynor ratio. 
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Appendix 9 - Regression Analysis During the Period 2011-2017 
 

Where F = fee, S = Sharpe ratio, J = Jensen's alpha, T = Treynor ratio. 
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